Transcriptional effects of polyethylene microplastics ingestion in developing zebrafish (Danio rerio).
Over the last few decades, plastic waste has become an increasing environmental concern as it accumulates in every environment on our planet. Though traditionally seen as a macroscopic problem (i.e., large plastic debris), plastic pollution is also evident at smaller scales. Indeed, the intentional industrial production of small plastic particles and the physical degradation of larger plastic debris have overtime resulted in an increased environmental prevalence of smaller plastic particles, including microplastics. While the effects of these small polymers on marine biota have been an important research focus, recent global surveys indicate that our freshwater lakes and rivers are also plagued by microplastics. However, despite these discoveries we currently have a limited understanding of the impact these particles may have on freshwater animals, particularly on vertebrate species. Thus, the aim of the present study was to assess the impact of high concentrations of microplastics (5 and 20 mg.L-1) on the early life stages in zebrafish, a model freshwater vertebrate model. To do this, we exposed embryonic and larval zebrafish to fluorescently labelled polyethylene microspheres for up to 14 days and assessed their microplastic content, growth, hatching and oxygen consumption rates. We then explored the molecular underpinnings of the microplastic response by RNA sequencing. Over the course of the exposure, we observed a consistent accumulation of microplastics in the gastrointestinal tract of the fish in a concentration dependent manner, but could not detect any detrimental effects of these particles on larval development, growth or metabolism. However, whole animal transcriptomics revealed that microplastics induced a transient and extensive change in larval gene expression within 48 h exposure, which largely disappeared by 14 days. However, as these transcriptional changes occurred during a critical period of larval development, we suggest that an evaluation of the potential long-term impact of these particles is warranted.